DISTRIBUTION PARTNER INFORMATION

East Coast Genetics, LLC is a fully federal compliant research network of genetics partners and distribution facilities in NC, expanding into Eastern states as programs are established. Producing female clones, feminized seed, acquiring and testing new genetics,
and introducing new genetics as they are developed through our breeding programs.
Hemp Genetics ETHICS and ROYALTIES
Even though many of the rising programs around the nation are immature, there is a professional set of rules that guide professional hemp genetic companies. As many of the “wild west” style companies exist, the professional companies stand out. There is
a royalty program for foundation genetics, the money that is paid in royalties for varieties not only pay for new genetics to be born
through healthy breeding programs, but also protect the TRADEMARK. Yes, that is correct. Cannabis Genetics are protected not
by patent but by Trademarks, that does mean that you can control the distribution of your genetics by the use of your trademark.
The genetics companies use the strains in the genetics programs to breed new varieties and the breeding pair is tracked through a
royalty program that pays the strain owner. Strain owners must produce lineage and breeding charts, and document the “legal”
rights to the variety.
Tree of Life Seeds as an Example:
TOL is the developer of the variety and owner of the national rights to the Cherrywine variety. East Coast Genetics, LLC has secured a broad licensing agreement for the Cherrywine variety for the eastern seaboard including NC, VA, SC, and GA. With the
rights to ship clones and seeds nationwide, or refer to a network distributer.
East Coast Genetics Distribution Partners
We are developing a network of East Coast Distributers. These distributers will service the Spring rush orders for outdoor production, through preorder sales and deposits, as well as last minute orders. All gross sales are processed through the East Coast Genetics umbrella, as well as the accounting, marketing, and company generated leads. These orders are dispersed by referring distributer or company generated lead to distributer partners producing the clones.
This structure collects the gross payments for clones and genetics to sort and track the genetics for the royalty program, back to
the trademark owner. As a distribution partner you will have the right to produce Cherrywine clones for the distribution network,
but East Coast Genetics will maintain the trademark and policing the strain, while processing the gross sales of the genetics. Distribution partners will be paid the production fee as a sub-contractor under an agricultural contract.

Copyright East Coast Genetics, LLC—CHERRYWINE is a registered TRADEMARK / ECgenetics.com Justin@Hempleton.com 910.409.4557

How it Works?
1.

You must have or be able to obtain a NC or home state issued Hemp Grow License. ECG maintains the seed to sale license.

2.

As a distribution partner you will assign a designated production facility to produce clones and or seedlings of the Cherrywine variety. The
designated areas are for Cherrywine only.

3.

You will purchase 2018 Phenotype Selections as “Mom Stock”, you will then clone the mom stock and develop a large stock for Spring Cloning demands, production levels designated by production facility.

4.

You will receive East Coast Genetics Distribution package for promotion and sales, as well as access to the recording software for sales.

5.

You will receive orders and reports from ECG.

6.

ECG ensures the proper documentation is obtained from the potential grower, obtains the necessary deposits for the clones, and refers the
grower back to you as the distribution partner for arranged delivery or pick-up coordination. (ECG does not assist nor charge for delivery
coordination, this is set by you as the distribution partner and capped at 50% mark up of the average of three seasonal estimates from shipping companies)

7.

Once payment is obtained from the grower, signed production contracts, and delivery acceptance contracts then ECG will add the total sales
amount minus the royalty fee to you or your farm entity as a subcontractor.

8.

Payment Examples: 2018 Year One Distribution Partner Royalty Fee $3.78 per clone.
A. Grower Jim orders 1,000 clones for $10.00 each for a total gross sale of $10,000. ECG takes $3,780 for the royalty program, and you
as the distributer keeps $6,220. Jim picks up his clones at the distributers location.
B. Grower BIG ABES FARM orders 25,000 clones for $8.00 each for a total gross sale of $200,000. ECG takes $94,500 for the royalty pro
gram, and the distributer keeps $105,500. BIG AG FARM wants the plants shipped to the other side of the state. Shipping charges are
arranged by the distributer and coordinated with the farmer for $1200 through a logistics provider, the distributer charges $600 for
coordination services, totaling $1800 in shipping charges. Distributers must coordinate, and pay logistics delivery companies as farm
company name, not East Coast Genetics.

9.

Production Level Volume Bonuses—As a distributer network as we reach production volume goals for the 2018 season, incentives will
include bonus checks at seasons close, and or additional discounts for “self production inventory”.

10. As a distribution partner for ECG you will also receive your “self production inventory” clones for royalty fees only, and will have the opportunity to delay payment of those clones until that seasons harvest. Delaying your farms outputs on its production inputs, allowing you to
produce more in house. All clone production orders must have been met before “self production inventory” can be generated. All Mom
stock is placed in “Self Production Inventory” and new phenotype mom stock must be obtained for the next season.

Production Goal Incentive Program 2018 Season
500,000 total distribution network production SOLD—Each Distributer Receives $5,000 bonus check
1,000,000 total distribution network production SOLD– Each Distributer Receives 25% reduction in royalty fees for “self production inventory”, or
an additional $5000 bonus check. Farm choice based on individual conditions and volume of production.
1,500,000 total distribution network production SOLD—Each Distributer Receives a percentage divided amongst the distribution partners for
$1.00 for each clone sale above 1.5 million, farm percentage determined by total production volume percentage.
Example: 2 million clones sold—500,000 clones over target = $500,000 divided amongst five distributers = $100,000 per distributer farm if producing equally. Amount is credited to “self production inventory” for producer partners, reducing input responsibilities at harvest or paid if only
a distributing partner and not a producer.

Link with ECG parent company Hempleton Investment Group, Inc. as a intended buyer under a production contract and receive multi-level partnership incentives. Become a part of the growing network so that you grow with the network as it expands into additional states and programs.

